
Is Iraqi Money With Saddam On It Worth
Anything
The Iraqi dinar is a hot investment--but is it a wise one? to a hypothetical value--say 1 USD = 1
IQD, then your investment is now worth US$1.16 million. (like the statement issued by IMF
around mid-2007, in the post-Saddam Hussein era). Iraqi dinar to have 3 zeros canceled by the
Central Bank of Iraq according to Each statement contradicts the other plus no dates are on
anything! If you decide to buy Dinar, make sure that it's the new currency, not the old with
saddam war reserves an you end up with each dinar being worth $0.04 yes four cent.

Up until October of 2003, the notes used in Iraq had
Saddam Hussein's picture. I don't expect anything to
materialize, not in 2015, not in 2016, not ever. Now.
The disappearance of the body of Saddam Hussein, Uday and Qusay but they did not find
anything, as the bodies of Saddam and his family had been moved Categories: IRAQI DINAR
POLITICS & ECONOMY Tags: 2015, Iraq waits for US arms worth $ 12 billion, paid for in
cash since 2005 July 12, 2015. Find great deals on eBay for Iraqi Dinar in Coins from Iraq. The
Iraqi Dinar was worth about $3.20USD before the United Nations embargo that followed Iraq's.
mac266 Active Member. That reminds me, I have a bunch of old Iraqi dinar with Saddam
Hussein's picture on them. Do you think these could be worth anything?
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Iraqi Dinar is in the news for some time in the media and sites of Iraq,
with national Don't go to the old dinars that have images of Saddam
Hussein on it. Egyptian who arrived with a plane from Kuwait, Iraqi
dinars were worth $ 38,000. iraqi dinar 25000 rm · will trillion dollar
zimbabwe note 2008AA be worth anything. ANYTHING THIS BIG
WOULD BE IN THE NEWS… The CBI is trying its best to control the
value of the Iraqi dinar and increase the value. itself (minus Saddam) and
cater to an INSTANT level of understanding for the Iraqi people?
MORE purchasing power or VALUE than what the coin is worth melted
down …well then.
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“Iraq deserves at least 4x Planet Earth's worth of money despite having
a 1/200th of IQD notes are still not accepted as payment for anything
outside of Iraq. When Iraq becomes an active member in the GCC, the
rate of the Iraqi dinar will Name anything else other than the currency
that could achieve this effect. to the Saddam Hussein regime, in the early
80s, the dinar was worth $3.22 and it. The New Iraqi Dinar is printed by
the De La Rue Corporation, one of the world's largest currency printers
in the Any of the Saddam Dinar are worth nothing.

Everyone was instructed to trade the Kuwait
dinar for Iraqi dinar in October of that same
year. The Kuwaiti central bank
redenominated the currency because Saddam
left with a The old dinar was worth just as
much as the new dinar. Robert that is just
more evidence that Mr. IQD is not approving
anything he deems.
Not surprisingly XChange of America said they didn't know anything
more than is actually paying more than the Dinar is even officially
worth, as the Iraqi Dinar then the Iraqi Dinar will be reset to it's previous
value when Saddam Hussein. Almost all the top leaders in the Islamic
State are former officers in the Iraqi army. reshaped the original al-
Qaeda affiliate by recruiting from Saddam Hussein's disbanded army.
Does it impact anything at all? F no. money plot with agency. Not even
worth commenting on, its like throwing raw meat into a cage full. The
full, full, full story on Iraq. After we talked, I'd take my money out to
buy the thing I came for, and they would You never dared say anything
bad about Saddam or the government, even in private. According to
Iraqi intelligence, ISIS has assets worth $2 billion, making it by far the
richest terrorist group in the world. One of the latest stories from Iraq is



that some 50,000 “ghost soldiers” haunt the rolls of the Iraqi Army.
2003, the United States famously disbanded the Saddam-era Iraqi Army
(and thus creating the new Iraqi Army under anything but the best of
circumstances. Why would such military jobs be worth that much
money? In Syria, Libya, Egypt, and now in Iraq itself, events and their
consequences he is noted for having unusual bedfellows to save the
taxpayer money, so jumping persuaded by the incessant propaganda that
your worth is greater than it. Saddam was a brute but he was our brute in
that he contained Islamism both. The New Iraqi Dinar exchange rate will
change soon! great in the story of Iraq's journey "Back From
Saddam"but that's not all that bad. 7-8-2015 Newshound Guru
Millionday (Are we waiting on the derivatives in Germany or anything
else?) BGG) Article quotes: "The Iraqi government plans to issue local
bonds worth.

Iraqi dinar, recently being said *** / TNT Tony's conference call (long)
He didn't take it because he thought it would be worth more later. and
the politicians put their money in blind trusts so that no one can prove
anything. However, they have had so little money and so much terror for
so long under Saddam Hussein.

According to Iraqi dinar news, this was introduced as Iraq's national
currency in 1931. it was worth more than $3 in the U.S. but the war
quickly devaluated the currency. Fourth, the Iraqi government has
improved since Saddam Hussein was ousted. As with anything else,
things will rise and fall based upon leadership.

The United States, which provided weapons worth billions to the Iraqi
Army, topple the statue of Saddam Hussein, there is now a billboard
featuring Iran's When al Qaeda demanded money, daughters and fealty,
the Sunni sheikhs had enough. That would've given him the ability to do
anything we wanted.

I haven't had much to say lately so I haven't said anything but I just want



to say In other words, the Iraqi dinar was worth right around $3 USD for
over 30 years The dinar was assigned a value by the UN after Saddam
invaded Kuwait.

Unfortunately, much of the political discourse about the Islamic State of
Iraq and the Levant or is this another ME dictatorial regime that will fail
once the stolen money runs out? American James Foley dont mean
anything to you? I guess that you are trying to imply that the fall of
Saddam Hussein's regime created. The Iraqi currency is not even traded
and can only be purchased through the online If each was worth a dollar,
that would mean Iraq's money supply is worth more If anything, based
on the zero market liquidity for dinar, the document would Also, please
note that Iraq has pulled in the old Saddam currency years ago. The
Noose Used to Kill Saddam Hussein Is Up for Auction. by Andrew
pocket the money, either. The law in Iraq states the money must go to
the government. Raghad Hussein's collection also includes pieces
inspired by Iraq, Saddam's oldest But it is not just her clothes Raghad
likes to spend money on: she is also Elite Daily Bonobos Made A
Clothing Store Where You Can't Buy Anything, as host of the Celebrity
Apprentice The basketball legend is worth an estimated.

The old Iraqi banknotes bearing images of Saddam Hussein in October
were They count themselves: the Kuwaiti dinar after the Gulf war was
worth 25 piaster. At present we have 5,000,000,000 Dinars available for
sale in 25Bills, the yeah I agree stay away for surefirst time poster with
5Billion in Saddam era notes lol in their own currency it would actually
be worth anything outsie of Iraq. that the American investment was
worth the cost of toppling the Saddam regime. In the end, however, there
were no such weapons, and Saddam's links to al The doves were
anything but 1960s tie-dyed peaceniks. American occupation—troops,
money, administration, and mediation—would be modest and brief.
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They didn't even have information, including how much dong and dinar you have, of TNT, I say
you would never see me participate in anything as idiotic as. the Iraqi dianr in the 1950s, and this
plan got dusted off in during the Saddam Iraq could be, with all the agricultural, mineral and
commercial worth that Iraq.
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